
Virtual Learning @ Sportika Brainstorm 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 

1. Q: What certifications does the Sportika Brainstorm Tutor have?  

 

A: Sportika Brainstorm has certified tutors & instructors who have years of various experiences 

in the academic and education field. They are professionals in assisting students and helping 

them understand concepts and succeed academically.  

 

2. Q: What is the difference between the “tutor” and the “monitor”?  

 

A: The Sportika Brainstorm Tutor has direct experience with children of all ages in providing 

them the tools and resources to complete assignments of all level and get ahead. The classroom 

monitor will be able to assist in basic tasks and ensure students stay on task. However, they will 

not be dealing directly with content related questions or assignments.  

 

 

3. Q: Does it have to be 5 consecutive days to get the discount?  

 

A: No. If 5 or more total days are purchased together in the same transaction the discount is 

applicable.  

 

4. Q: Can we request to be in specific small group with people my child is friends with?  

 

A: Yes. If you have any specific requests like being with a specific student your child is friends 

with, please leave it in the additional comments section upon registering. We will do our best to 

accommodate whenever possible to group students who are familiar with one another or have 

similar interests. 

 

5. Q: If my children are different ages, can they be in the same group?  

 

A: Yes. If they are close in age groups and are in option 2 of our program’s then this is easy to 

accommodate. However, if in our Sportika Brainstorm group we will leave it to our Sportika 

Brainstorm experts to determine what would benefit the needs of both individual students.  

 

6. Q: Do children have to wear face masks?  

 

A: Children will be required to wear face masks when entering the building and moving through 

the facility. At any point where social distancing is not possible, students will be required to 



wear a face covering. While they are working independently and at a safe social distance, 

students may remove their facemask at their own workstation. During physical activity and 

exercising activities students will be able to remove facemasks. 

 

7. Q: How many kids will be in each small group session?  

 

A: We will keep students in small groups of no more than 8-10 students.  

 

8. Q: Will the Ultimate Sportika Experience be organized games or open play?  

 

A: The Ultimate Sportika Experience will give different opportunities to be able to get each 

student to participate in things they are interested in. There where will be organized games at 

times of Sports, organized art and crafts, as well as times of open play to give students flexibility 

and choices within their small groups.  

 

9. Q: Will there be opportunities to drop my child off early or pick them up late if we need 

additional hours?  

 

A: Yes. Please reach out if you need to drop off early so we can make it work. We will have 

additional programs for sport & academic instruction immediately after the Ultimate Sportika 

Experience program.  

 

10. Q: Could I register for a combination of different programs to see which I like better?  

 

A: Yes. However, the 5+ day package will only apply to 5 days of the SAME program.  

 

11. Q: Is there a sibling discount?  

 

A: Yes. As with all Sportika programs there will be a 10% discount on the second and each child 

thereafter.  

 

 


